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Abstract. With the development of automated control systems of space systems, there are new 
classes of spacecraft that requires improvement of their structure and expand their functions. When 
designing the automated control system of space systems occurs various tasks such as: 
determining location of elements and subsystems in the space, hardware selection, the distribution 
of the set of functions performed by the system units, all of this under certain conditions on the 
quality of control and connectivity of components. The problem of synthesis of structure of 
automated control system of space systems formalized using discrete variables at various levels of 
system detalization. A sequence of tasks and stages of the formation of automated control system 
of space systems structure is developed. The authors have developed and proposed a scheme of the 
combined implementation of optimization and simulation models to ensure rational distribution of 
functions between the automated control system complex and the rest of the system units. The 
proposed approach allows to make reasonable hardware selection, taking into account the different 
requirements for the operation of automated control systems of space systems. 

1. Introduction 
The automated control systems of space systems represent hierarchical multi-function and multi-loop 
complexes with advanced means of communication between the control units. They include a set of 
ground measuring stations of different types, distributed over large areas, the communication channels 
providing information transfer between system elements, control units and communication units of 
different hierarchy levels. 

The emergence of new classes of spacecrafts and the expansion of their functions require enhancement 
of structure of automated control systems of space systems (ACS of  SS). Designing such systems include 
determination of elements and subsystems of ACS of SS in space, the selection of a hardware complex, 
that provide execution of control functions taking into account spatial placement of the complex [1] and 
accessibility of its units, distribution of executed functions set on system units taking into account 
correlation on technology of information processing and control [2]. At the same time, system controlling 
quality requirements must be provided. 

 
2. Problem statement  
In case of the synthesis of structure of ACS of SS there are tasks of rational distribution of functions 
between the controlling complex and remaining units of the system, the task of a hardware selection in 
units of system and communication channels in between taking into account different tactic-technical and 
techno-economic requirements to functioning of ACS of SS [3]. At the same time, emerging 
mathematical problem formulation of system structure synthesis can be formalized with use of the 
discrete variables at various levels of system detalization. It is necessary to determine the sequence of 



 

 

 

tasks and stages of structure creation of ACS of space system and to solve the problem of a selection of 
control units of ACS of space system due to combined implementation of optimization and simulation 
models. 

 
3. Solution procedure 
The sequence of tasks and stages of structure formation of ACS of SS is shown in Fig. 1. At the initial 
stages requirements [4] to the developed ACS of SS are formulated, the composition of characteristics 
and efficiency criteria of system structure options is selected. The possible composition of units, options 
of their construction and territorial placement, and also the characteristic of these options are defined. 
Control functions in system, which are detailed to the complex of interdependent control tasks and 
versions of their solution (or to variants of creation of processing procedures of information and 
information arrays) that provide execution of the given control functions (Fig. 1) are selected. 
 

 
Figure 1. The sequence of tasks and stages of ACS of space system structure formation 
 

The sequence of tasks and stages of structure formation of ACS of space system shown in fig. 1: 
1) formulation of the problem of ACS of space system structure formation; 
2) specification and selection of composition of the considered characteristics and efficiency criteria 

of structure options;  
3) determination of possible composition of control units and their correlations;  
4) formalization of topological structure construction options of the system (creation of a graph of 

interdependent control tasks set which are carried out by ACS of SS, GJ);  
5) optimization model of topological structure (selection of JJ GG * );  
6) simulation model of topological structure of ACS of space system;  
7) analysis and decision correction unit;  
8) determination of control tasks functions composition and their correlations;  
9) determination of control tasks and functions options of execution;  
10) determination of a possible hardware set for control functions and tasks execution;  
11) formalization of options of functions and tasks execution (making of a graph of topological 

structure of ACS of SS reflecting a set of possible options of creation and spatial placement of the 
controlling units of system and communication links in between, GI);  
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12) formalization of creation of the functional structure of ACS of space system (making of map GI 
on GJ);  

13) optimization model of the system functional structure;  
14) simulation model of the system functional structure;  
15) analysis and decision correction unit;  
16) receiving an optimal alternative of system structure. 
Further the selected formation options of interdependent control tasks complex and control units 

formation options (including hardware controls equipment options) are formalizing in the form of graphs 
GI and GJ, which serve as the basis for the formalized stages of the synthesis of the topological and 
functional structure of the system (highlighted blocks 5-7, 13-15 in Fig. 1). 

The considered tasks can be formalized using graph [5] and mapping apparatus. The general diagram 
of structure formation of ACS of SS includes the following stages:  

1) formation of the topological structure graph of ACS of KC GI , that maps the a set of possible 
options of formation and spatial placement of the controlling units of the system and communication links 
in between; 

2) formation of a graph of interdependent set of control tasks of GJ which are carried out by KS ACS; 
3) formalization of map of the graphs GI on GJ.  
Thus, the task of synthesis of topological structure of system is search of an optimum subgraph on the 

GJ graph of the ACS of SS units, and the task of synthesis of the functional structure – in search of 
optimum mapping of the graph GI to the graph GJ of topological structure of system. 

For ACS of SS it is expedient to select the following detalization levels of creation of system:  
 a selection of composition and topology of control ground stations (the aggregated variable X); 
 a selection of security option of control points from external influences and a hardware  

complexes selection at units (the aggregated variable Y); 
 a selection of option of distribution of functions and control tasks between the selected control 

units and hardware (the aggregated variable Z).  
At the same time the general task of structure formation of ACS of KS can be represented as follows 

[6]: 
ехtr F(X, Y, Z) = f1(X) + f2(X, Y) + f3(X, Y, Z); 

1GX  ,  XGY 2 ,  YX,GZ 3 , 
where X = {xj}, Y = {yjk}, Z = {zijk} – bool vectors, interconnected as follows: for each 

IiKkJj    ,  , ; yjk ≥ 0, if xj > 0; yjk > 0, if xj = 0; zijk ≥ 0, if yjk > 0; zijk = 0, if yjk = 0. 
It is possible to notice, that generally some limitations of the task can be set algorithmically that 

requires, in turn, the organization of iterative diagrams of the decision of the specified tasks taking into 
account iterations of the solving of the general task of structure formation of ACS of SS. In practice such 
difficult procedures are implemented in the form of the human-machine diagrams of synthesis including 
possibilities of "the designer of system" in the dialog mode to interfere and adjust results of the 
intermediate decisions and the process of optimization. 

The complex of interdependent models and algorithms and iterative diagrams of their interaction in 
case of synthesis of a topological (spatial) and functional structure of system (fig. 2) is developed for the 
solution of problems of synthesis of structure of distributed ACS of SS on the basis of methodology of   
difficult systems structure synthesis. 

At the first stage of ACS of SS synthesis (unit 1) the problem of selection of composition and spatial 
location of control units taking into account costs of their organization, accessibility and globality of 
control of different classes of the spacecrafts is solving. 

It is supposed that in the given territory the set of points included in ACS of SS in which the control 
units directly interacting with spacecraft can be created is defined. Visibility ranges of different control 
units break projections of spacecraft motion paths to sections. Set of sections of different points 
determines accessibility of spacecraft by control units and globality of ACS of SS. The task of structure 
synthesis of ACS of SS is in the selection of set of control units, minimizing costs of their creation on 
condition of fulfillment of requirements to globality of control for each class of spacecraft and some other 
requirements, for example, quantity of the nodes interacting with each class of objects, etc.  

 



 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Diagram of combined implementation of optimization and simulation models for a 

selection of control units 
 

Simulation models [7-8] of interaction of elements of the given topological structure are intended for 
determination algorithmically given characteristics of functioning of the synthesized option of ACS of SS 
structure (unit 2). The model allows to analyze functioning of system with different number and layout of 
ground control stations, different quantity of spacecraft classes and number of spacecrafts in each class, 
different number of types of the controlling interactions between control centers and spacecrafts. As a 
result of simulation efficiency characteristics of operation of ground control stations (the general loading, 
loading by types of interaction and spacecrafts classes) and control quality of spacecrafts of different 
classes set (number of interactions, their duration, number of unrealized interactions, etc.) are determined. 

In units 3, 4 for the selected set of control units and their correlations the options of creation of nodes 
and communications in between providing increase in survivability of the system determined by 
probability of execution by system of functions of control taking into account possible adverse external 
effects are defined. 

Different options of creation of the ACS of SS units and communications in between directed to 
increase in survivability of system are formalized in the form of the graph GJ. For increase in survivability 
duplicating of nodes and communication links, increase in security of nodes, etc. are used. Each option of 
creation of nodes or communication links is characterized by costs of their implementation and 
probability of failure for the considered time interval. For each class of objects the minimum set of nodes 
which functioning provides execution of the given functions of control is set. It is supposed that such set 
are the elements connecting an object to command center.  

The task of determination of options of creation of ACS of SS consists in minimization of costs of the 
actions providing execution with system of functions of control in case of the restrictions characterizing 
survivability of control system for different classes of objects [9].  

Such selection occurs as a result of implementation of the analytic-simulative procedure that executes 
interaction during the synthesis of optimization selection model of a system elements implementation 
(unit 3) and a simulation model (unit 4). 

The complex of simulation models is intended for the detail accounting of probable characteristics of 
functioning of the generated options of creation and support of survivability of system (unit 4) which 
allows to analyze functioning of system in case of different values of intensity and for different 
probability distributions of system elements failure (control units, communication channels, etc.). 

According to the general methodology of synthesis of complex systems structure, generation of options 
for their detail analysis and a selection is carried out by means of optimization models (unit 3). At the 
same time, the following values are assumed set:  I=iK=kP iik 1,,1, ,  J=jK=kP jjk 1,,1, , 

 RRk K=kP 1,  – probabilities of reliable functioning of k-th option of i-th object organization, j-th unit of 
the ACS of SS, R-th repeater for the considered time interval taking into account adverse external effects; 
the j = 0 index corresponds to central control unit, and J=j 1,  indexes – sets of ground control units; 
Pijk, PiRk, PRjk, Pj0k – probabilities of successful functioning of constructing options of communication 
links between an object and a ground control unit, an object and repeaters, repeaters and a ground control 
unit, a ground control unit and central unit for the considered time interval taking into account adverse 
effects; Cik, Cjk, CRk, Cijk – costs of organization options for objects construction options, repeaters, central 
unit and communication channels, ground control units. 

The task of selection of options of the ACS of SS elements composition is in cost minimization: 
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where xik = 1, if k option of i object formation is chosen; xjk = 1, if k-th construction option of j-th unit is 
chosen; xRk = 1, if k-th option of repeater construction is chosen; ximk = 1, if k-th communication option 
between i and j, i and R, R and j, j and 0 (central control unit) elements is chosen respectively; 
xik = xjk = xRk = ximk = 0 – otherwise. 

Values Pi0, PRk, Pijk, Pij calculated by the following expressions: 
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For the task solving it is offered to use the algorithm based on a "branch-and-bound" method [10]. For 

the purpose of abbreviation of dimensionality of the task on the graph Gj of options of creation of nodes 
of system and their correlations separation of sequential sections, determination of the aggregated options 
of creation of the selected sections and their characteristics is provided. At the same time the aggregated 
options of sections over which remained dominate are excluded from the graph Gj. 

At the subsequent stage of synthesis (unit 5) for the found set of the ACS of SS units that work with 
objects of different classes, and specified control functions on each class of objects optimum allocation of 
tasks of interdependent subsystems is determined by levels and units of system and the composition of  
hardware complex is selected. Control functions are set in the form of a set of the tasks which are carried 
out by different subsystems (circuits) of control. 

The typical control subsystem of ACS of SS is intended for execution of the sequence of 
interdependent functions (tasks) on measurement, transmission and information processing about set of 
the spacecraft controlled parameters, framing of the controlling influences and to monitoring over their 
implementation [11]. The problem is in optimization of distribution of the tasks entering a control circuit 
on levels and the controlling units of ACS of SS and determination of a hardware set that minimize costs 
of hardware equipment of units and their maintenance in case of execution of restrictions on efficiency, 
the hardware reliability of control tasks execution, weight and energy consumption of an onboard 
equipment, units loading, etc. 

Options of distribution of functions and tasks on levels and the ACS of SS units are formalized in the 
form of set of the interdependent graphs G0. A specificity of ACS of SS is the way that each individual 
graph corresponds to a construction option of the corresponding system control circuit. The subgraph, 
consisting of a set of paths of graphs, sets structure of all system. 



 

 

 

 
4. Conclusion 
Thus, within unified approach defines the tasks and stages of the ACS of SS structure formation, 
including the solutions to interrelated problems of formation of the basic system elements and parts, as 
well as the selection of a rational option of the structure created by automation space system. The carried-
out task analysis of structure formation of ACS of space system showed that it is expedient to select the 
following detail levels of creation of system:  

• a selection of composition and topology of ground control stations;  
• a selection of protection from external influences; 
• a selection of hardware complexes on the ACS units of space system; 
• a selection of option of distribution of functions and control tasks between the selected control units 

and hardware. 
The diagram of combined implementation of optimization and simulation models is developed for the 

solving of the selection task of control units of ACS of space system. Such diagram allows to use 
effectively specified models within uniform optimization and simulative approach to structure formation 
of ACS of space systems that provides rational distribution of functions between the controlling ACS 
complex and remaining units of the system, and also allows to carry out a reasonable selection of 
hardware taking into account different requirements to functioning of ACS of space systems. 
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